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Abstract
Researchers increasingly leverage movement across multiple treatments to es-
timate causal effects. While these “mover regressions” are often motivated by a
linear constant-effects model, it is not clear what they capture under weaker quasi-
experimental assumptions. I show that binary treatment mover regressions recover
a convex average of four difference-in-difference comparisons and are thus causally
interpretable under a standard parallel trends assumption. Estimates from multiple-
treatment models, however, need not be causal without stronger restrictions on the
heterogeneity of treatment effects and time-varying shocks. I propose a class of
two-step estimators to isolate and combine the large set of difference-in-difference
quasi-experiments generated by a mover design, identifying mover average treat-
ment effects under conditional-on-covariate parallel trends and effect homogeneity
restrictions. I characterize the efficient estimators in this class and derive speci-
fication tests based on the model’s overidentifying restrictions. Future drafts will
apply the theory to the Finkelstein et al. (2016) movers design, analyzing the causal
effects of geography on healthcare utilization.
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1 Introduction
The rise of rich longitudinal data has broadened the scope for causal inference in economics. Rather
than estimating a single cross-sectional treatment effect, researchers increasingly exploit variation
in an individual’s treatment choices over time – such as the firm they work for, the city they live
in, the teacher they learn from, or the doctor they are treated by – in order to estimate a large
number of causal effects simultaneously.1 Often these effects are obtained from a linear two-way
fixed effects regression, motivated by a static, additive, and constant-effect model (e.g. Abowd et al.
(1999)). It is usually not clear, however, what these sorts of “mover regressions” capture under
misspecifications of the model, including heterogeneous treatment effects, outcome persistence, and
time-varying shocks.
This paper explores the causal content of mover designs in a treatment effects framework, relaxing
the canonical regression model with familiar quasi-experimental restrictions. In the simplest case of
a binary treatment, two time periods, and no additional controls, I show that a mover regression
identifies a weighted average of four difference-in-difference comparisons, and is therefore causally
interpretable under a restriction on outcome persistance and a standard parallel trends assumption.
This result links mover analyses to simpler quasi-experimental designs, but does not easily extend
to settings with multiple unordered treatments. I show that, in general, mover regressions need not
identify weighted averages of heterogeneous causal effects under parallel trends alone; rather they
require additional restrictions on potential outcome heterogeneity across both treatments and time.
Motivated by these results, I develop a class of two-step mover average treatment effect (MATE)
estimators for quasi-experimental mover designs. The estimators can be thought to extend the semi-
parametric difference-in-difference approach of Abadie (2005) to settings where individuals move
both into and out of multiple treatments over time. Identification follows from conditional-on-
covariate restrictions on trends and treatment effect heterogeneity, which are satisfied by a partially-
separable model of dynamic potential outcomes. Certain MATEs are identified without direct re-
strictions on potential outcome persistence. The key effect homogeneity assumption permits ex-
trapolation across observably-similar individuals from the many difference-in-difference comparisons
embeded in mover designs and generates a large set of overidentifying restrictions. I characterize
efficient MATE estimators and omnibus specification tests of these restrictions, both of which are
straightforward to compute given a set of first-step propensity score estimates.
1Recent examples include Bronnenberg et al. (2012), Card et al. (2013), Jackson (2013), Chetty et al. (2014),
Bloom et al. (2015), Finkelstein et al. (2016), Sacarny (2016), Finkelstein et al. (2017), Molitor (2017), Allcott et al.
(2017), and Chetty and Hendren (Forthcoming).
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This analysis contributes to a small but growing econometric literature relaxing the canonical
assumptions of two-way fixed effect regressions, typically as applied to matched worker-firm panels.
Abowd et al. (2015), for example, propose tests of the additivity restriction and develop a latent class
model of non-random worker movement, while Hagedorn et al. (2017) leverage structural assumptions
and long-run time series variation to estimate worker and firm effect ranks. Most recently, Bonhomme
et al. (2017) show how to accommodate discrete heterogeneity and Markovian job search patterns
with certain forms of endogeneity. To my knowledge no paper has yet to study mover designs in a
treatment effects framework, though in applications researchers sometimes appeal to the essential
logic of parallel trends.2
This paper can also be thought to generalize classical and recent approaches to difference-in-
differences estimation – including Ashenfelter and Card (1985), Heckman et al. (1997, 1998), Abadie
(2005), and Athey and Imbens (2006) – to settings with multiple non-absorbing treatment states.
A related recent literature considers the treatment effect interpretations of so-called “event study”
designs, in which individuals select into a binary treatment over multiple time periods (Imai and
Kim, 2016; Borusyak and Jaravel, 2016; Abraham and Sun, 2018; Callaway and Sant’Anna, 2018;
De Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille, 2018). Here I focus on issues raised by selection into and out
of multiple treatments over two periods, though an appendix section extends the theory to multiple-
period mover designs. Further afield, the conditional homogeneity restriction I propose is similar
to those used by Angrist and Fernandez-Val (2013), Angrist and Rokkanen (2015), and Hull (2018)
for extrapolating treatment effects within and across quasi-experimental instrumental variable and
regression discontinuity designs.
More generally, this paper builds on the long and rich panel data literature (Chamberlain, 1980,
1982, 1984; Manski, 1987; Honore, 1992; Arellano, 2003) by allowing for certain forms of nonlinearity,
non-additivity, and heterogeneity in causal response over time. Notably, the parallel trends assump-
tions I develop here are weaker than the “time ignorability” restrictions underlying recent approaches
to non-separable panel identification (Hahn, 2001; Wooldridge, 2005; Chernozhukov et al., 2013),
as the special structure of mover designs permits particular types of heterogeneous time-varying
shocks.3 As mentioned above some of my proposed estimators also allow for persistent effects of
treatment – a feature that, as Imai and Kim (2016) point out, is typically ruled out in panel data
frameworks.
2For example, Finkelstein et al. (2016)) state their identifying assumption as the restriction that “trends do not
vary systematically with the migrant’s origin and destination.”
3Graham and Powell (2012) consider an alternative panel approach with continuous treatment variables, this theory
is less relevant for mover selection among discrete unordered alternatives.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section develops the dynamic
treatment effects framework, characterizes the causal content of conventional mover regressions,
and builds intuition for the main identification result. Section 3 then develops the class of two-step
estimators for mover average treatment effects and discusses both specification testing and efficiency.
Section 4 concludes. Future drafts of this paper will illustrate the theory using the the Medicare
patient mover design of Finkelstein et al. (2016). All proofs, along with the extension of the theory
to multiple time periods, are contained in the appendix.
2 Interpreting Mover Regressions
Suppose we observe a panel of individuals i over time periods t = 0, . . . , T −1, including an outcome
Yit, a vector of covariates Xit, and an individual’s repeated selection Jit ∈ {0, . . . , J − 1} among J
possible treatments. Let Dijt = 1[Jit = j] be an indicator for individual i choosing treatment j in
time t. A typical mover analysis estimates the regression
Yit = αi + τt +
∑
j 6=0
βjDijt +X ′itγ + it. (1)
Here αi and τt denote individual and time fixed effects, while the coefficient βj is meant to capture
the effect of treatment j relative to the omitted treatment 0. Thismover regression may be estimated
just on the set of individuals with Jis 6= Jit for some s 6= t (who I refer to as movers) or include other
stayers with Jit = J¯i for all t. In practice researchers often exclude stayers or include mover-specific
fixed effects in (1) in order to weaken the identifying assumptions (Finkelstein et al., 2016; Chetty
and Hendren, Forthcoming).4
I use a dynamic potential outcomes framework (Robins, 1986, 1997) to characterize the causal
interpretation of equation (1). Let Y k→jit denote the outcome of individual i in time t if she were to
select treatment j in that period after previously following the treatment path of k = (k0, . . . , kt−1)′.
These are well-defined random variables under the usual stable unit treatment value assumption
(Rubin, 1980), which I maintain throughout. When not ambiguous I write Y jit ≡ Y (Ji0,...,Ji,t−1)
′→j
it
as the time-t potential outcome of individual i given her treatment choices Jis for s < t: that is, Y jit
implicitly conditions on choices made in past periods. Point-in-time treatment effects relative to the
4Mover regressions are often written Yit = αi + τt + βJit +X′itγ + it. One treatment category is always omitted
from estimation, though sometimes the estimated βj are recentered to capture effects relative to the average j.
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omitted treatment are written Y jit − Y 0it , and realized outcomes can be written
Yit =Y 0it +
∑
j 6=0
(Y jit − Y 0it)Dijt
=Y 0→0it +
∑
j 6=0
(Y 0→jit − Y 0→0it )Dijt (2)
+
∑
k 6=0
Y k→0it − Y 0→0it +∑
j 6=0
(Y k→jit − Y 0→jit − (Y k→0it − Y 0→0it ))Dijt
∏
s<t
Dikss,
where 0 denotes a conforming vector of zeros. The first two terms of equation (2) reflect potential
outcomes at time t if an individual had stayed in treatment 0 in all previous periods s < t, while
the third term captures differences in outcomes at time t arising from different treatment histories.
A comparison of equations (1) and (2) suggests a set of sufficient conditions for mover regression
estimates to be causally interpretable:
Assumption IO (Impersistent outcomes): For all j, t, and k, P (Y k→jit = Y
0→j
it ) = 1
Assumption CE (Constant effects): For all j and t, there exists βj such that P (Y jit−Y 0it = β
j) = 1
Assumption CO (Conditional orthogonality): E[Dijtit] = 0 for each j, where it denotes the
residual from the population projection of Y 0it on Xit and individual and time effects
Potential outcomes are impersistent under Assumption IO in that they only depend on the contem-
poraneous treatment status and not on previous treatment choices. When this is the case the last
term of equation (2) is ignorable. When furthermore each of the period-specific treatment effects are
constant across individuals (Assumption CE), we may write Yit = Y 0it+
∑
j 6=0 β
j
Dijt. The regression
coefficients βj then coincide with the causal effects β
j if we can decompose Y 0it = αi+τt+X ′itγ+ it,
with it orthogonal to the vector of treatment choices (Assumption CO).5
Assumptions IO, CE, and CO are straightforward to state mathematically and may, as in Finkel-
stein et al. (2016), stem from an underlying economic model. Nevertheless, they may also prove
strong and difficult to evaluate in practice: researchers might be reluctant to rule out any forms
of outcome persistence or treatment effect heterogeneity, or find it challenging to assess the ap-
propriateness of the conditional orthogonality restriction in different settings. Instead, researchers
often motivate mover regressions with claims on the comparability of outcome trends across dif-
ferent types of movers, and validate their estimates with the kinds of pre- and post-trend analyses
typically associated with difference-in-difference designs.6 I therefore next consider what mover re-
5Sometimes mover regressions are motivated by a stronger conditional independence assumption, along with im-
plicit impersistence and constant effects assumptions: see, e.g., equations (2) and (4) in Abowd et al. (2015).
6See, e.g., Figure 5 in Card et al. (2013), Table 4 in Jackson (2013), and Figure 6 in Finkelstein et al. (2016).
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gressions identify when Assumptions IO and CE are relaxed and when Assumption CO is replaced
with a quasi-experimental parallel trends assumption. To start simply and build intuition for later
identification results, I first consider mover regressions with only two treatment states.
2.1 Binary Treatment Mover Regressions
Suppose there are only time periods (T = 2). Then the mover treatment coefficients are equivalently
defined by a first-differenced regression,
∆Yi = τ +
∑
j 6=0
βj∆Dij + ∆X ′iγ + ∆i, (3)
where ∆Vi = Vi1 − Vi0 denotes the first-difference operator applied to variable Vit and τ = τ1 − τ0.
When furthermore treatment is binary (J = 2) and there are no added covariates (Xit = 0), we
have a simple algebraic expression for the single mover regression coefficient β1:
Lemma 1: If T = J = 2 and Xit = 0, the mover regression coefficient equals
β1 =(E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 0])ω (4)
+ (E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 0]− E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = −1])(1− ω),
where ω ∈ [0, 1] is a function of P (∆Di1 = 1) and P (∆Di1 = −1). When P (∆Di1 = 0) = 0,
moreover, ω = 1/2 and
β1 =(E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = −1])ω. (5)
The proof of Lemma 1 uses omitted-variables bias algebra to write β1 as a linear combination of
the coefficients from a saturated model for E[∆Yi | ∆Di1], identifying mean outcome growth among
stayers (with ∆Di1 = 0), those who move out of treatment 1 (with ∆Di1 = −1), and those who
move into treatment 1 (with ∆Di1 = 1). Lemma 1 thus shows that the simplest mover regression
identifies a convex average of outcome growth comparisons between movers and stayers, across the
two mover types. In the special case of no stayers this expression simplifies to the single comparison
(5) across the two mover groups.
Using Lemma 1, it is straightforward to show that a restriction on average outcome persistence,
combined with a standard parallel trends assumption, renders binary treatment mover regressions
causally interpretable:
Proposition 1: If T = J = 2, Xit = 0, and for each j ∈ {0, 1} potential outcomes satisfy
E[Y (1−j)→ji1 | ∆Dij = 1] = E[Y j→ji1 | ∆Dij = 1] (6)
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and
E[Y j→ji1 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dij1 = 1] = E[Y j→ji1 − Y ji0 | ∆Dij = 1] (7)
= E[Y j→ji1 − Y ji0 | ∆Dij = −1], (8)
then the mover regression coefficient identifies
β1 =
∑
t∈{0,1}
∑
d∈{−1,1}
E[Y 1it − Y 0it | ∆Di1 = d] ωtd, (9)
where ωtd ≥ 0 is a function of the distribution of (Di10, Di11)′ and
∑
t∈{0,1}
∑
d∈{−1,1}
ωtd = 1.
In words, Proposition 1 states that the binary treatment mover regression identifies a convex
combination of average treatment effects, across time and the two mover groups, under two assump-
tions. First, equation (6) requires individuals that move into each treatment to have, on average, the
same time-1 outcome as if they had always been there (an impersistence assumption, weakening As-
sumption IO). Second, equations (7)-(8) state that – conditional on an individual being in treatment
j at any point – the potential outcomes for different types of movers and stayers would have followed
the same average growth path in the absence of a move (a parallel trends assumption, weakening
Assumption CO). Note that Proposition 1 does not directly restrict treatment effect heterogeneity,
relaxing Assumption CE.
Intuition for the link between equation (4) and equation (9) comes from classic difference-in-
differences logic. Under parallel trends, the difference in outcome growth rates between those moving
into treatment 1 at t = 1 (with ∆Di1 = 1) and treatment 0 stayers (with Di00 = Di01 = 1) identifies
the average time-1 treatment effect of the former group,
E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 0, Di00 = 1] = E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = 1], (10)
while the average time-1 treatment effect for the other mover group (with ∆Di1 = −1) is identified
by subtracting their outcome growth from that of the other stayer group (with Di10 = Di11 = 1):
E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 0, Di10 = 1]− E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = −1] = E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = −1]. (11)
Similarly, when the assumptions of Proposition 1 hold, comparisons of outcome growth among (i)
∆Di1 = 1 movers and treatment 1 stayers and (ii) treatment 0 stayers and ∆Di1 = −1 movers
identify average time-0 treatment effects. Thus each of the two terms in Lemma 1 can be written
as a weighted average of difference-in-difference comparisons identifying average causal effects under
the assumptions.
Figure 1(a) summarizes the four difference-in-difference comparisons combined in the simple
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mover regression. Outcome growth contrasts within the dark- and light-colored groups identify av-
erage time-1 effects under the assumptions of Proposition 1, while comparisons within the dashed-
and solid-lines group identify average time-0 effects. Interestingly, only the parallel trends assump-
tion is needed to identify the former, whereas the impersistence restriction is also used to ensure
the time-0 comparisons are causally interpretable. This is because time-0 outcomes can always be
“differenced off” when comparing within the light- dark-colored groups of Figure 1(a), as in stan-
dard difference-in-differences, but the time-1 outcomes in the “reverse” difference-in-differences of
the dashed- and solid groups are not comparable when potential outcomes systematically persist.
The appendix proof to Proposition 1 shows that the weights aggregating these difference-in-
difference comparisons depend on the population shares of different mover and stayer types. Clearly
if there are no movers with ∆Di1 = −1 then β1 represents a weighted average of causal effects for
movers with ∆Di1 = 1, and vice-versa. How much weight is placed on effects from time 0 versus time
1 moreover depends on the proportion of stayers in each treatment: at the extremes if there are no
stayers at either d = 0 or d = 1, then the mover regression weights together time-d effects for movers
with ∆Di1 = 1 and time-(1−d) effects for movers with ∆Di1 = −1. Thus when there are no initially-
treated individuals, the mover regression identifies E[Y 1i1−Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = 1] = E[Y 1i1−Y 0i1 | Di11 = 1],
the average treatment effect on the treated, as in a standard difference-in-difference design.
Finally, it is worth exploring the special situation in which there are no stayers of either type.
This follows from the second part of Lemma 1:
Corollary to Proposition 1: Suppose P (∆Di1 = 0) = 0 and the assumptions of Proposition 1
hold. Then the mover regression coefficient identifies
β1 =
1
2(E[Y
1
i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = 1] + E[Y 1i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = −1]) (12)
= 12(E[Y
1
i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1] + E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = −1]). (13)
As mentioned, researchers may exclude stayers from a mover regression in order to weaken the
identifying assumptions: here note that whenever the parallel trends assumption in Proposition is
satisfied with stayers it is also satisfied when they are excluded. The corollary shows that without
stayers the simple mover regression identifies a simply-weighted average of mover treatment effects
across time. Interestingly, this estimand can be expressed in two ways: as the average of time-t
effects for movers into treatment 1 and time-(1− t) effects for movers out of treatment 1, for either
t = 0 or t = 1. The equivalence of (12) and (13) is an algebraic consequence of imposing parallel
trends for both treatments.
A pessimistic interpretation of Proposition 1 and its corollary is that mover regression coefficients
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may be difficult to interpret even in the binary treatment case. That is, two mover experiments with
the same joint distribution of causal effects and treatment choices (and thus the same average treat-
ment effects for different types of movers and stayers) may produce different regression coefficients,
depending on the marginal distribution of initial treatment. Researchers interested in the external
validity of mover regression estimates, or in comparing estimates across different experiments, may
view this as an important limitation.7 Nevertheless, the above discussion suggests this limitation can
be easily overcome: when the assumptions of Proposition 1 hold, a researcher wishing to estimate a
time-specific average causal effect could construct the relevant difference-in-difference comparisons
in Figure 1(a) and weight them together as they please. This reweighted difference-in-difference
logic is at the core of the general strategy for identifying mover average treatment effects in Section
3. Before formalizing the strategy, however, we first consider additional complications arising from
mover designs with multiple unordered treatments.
2.2 Multiple-treatment Mover Regressions
In practice, mover regressions involve choices across many different treatments. Finkelstein et al.
(2016), for example, estimate models with 305 healthcare market treatments, while Card et al.
(2013) study worker movement across over a million German firms. It may be reasonable to expect
that the basic difference-in-difference logic extends to multiple-treatment regressions, so that they
again capture some weighted average of causal effects under weak quasi-experimental restrictions.
The following result, however, shows that this is not the case:
Proposition 2: Suppose T = 2, Xit = 0, and J > 2. Then even if both Assumption IO and the
parallel trends assumption in Proposition 1 hold for all treatments j, the mover regression
coefficients need not identify weighted averages of individual treatment effects.
The appendix proof of Proposition 2 shows that even with strongly impersistent outcomes and
conventionally parallel trends, the multiple treatment coefficients in equation (1) combine a set of
average treatment effects with a set of non-causal terms. The latter are of the form
E[Y ji1 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dij1 = 1]− E[Y ki1 − Y ki0 | Dik0Dik1 = 1] (14)
and
E[Y jit − Y 0it | Di00Dij1 = 1] + E[Y kis − Y jis | Dij0Dik1 = 1]− E[Y kiu − Y 0iu | Di00Dik1 = 1], (15)
7Yitzhaki (1996) argues this point for regression-weighted averages of causal parameters in general; see also Angrist
(1998) and, more recently, Gibbons et al. (2018).
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for treatments j > 0 and k 6= j and for time periods t, s, and u. These capture, respectively,
differences in trends among stayers in different treatment states and combinations of causal effects
for movers across different treatments and times. Although each of these comparisons are ignorable
in the canonical additively-separable and constant-effects model (or imposed directly by Assumption
CO and CE), in general they are non-zero under the parallel trends assumption, rendering the mover
coefficients causally uninterpretable.
At first this shortcoming of multi-treatment mover regressions may appear a puzzle. After all
additional treatment choices simply yield more difference-in-difference comparisons, each of which
are causally interpretable under parallel trends and Assumption IO. The issue, as with the weighting
scheme of Proposition 1, is that the mover regression combines the set of quasi-experiments in a way
that is sensible when the canonical mover model is correctly specified, but need not be when there
are heterogeneous treatment effects or time-varying shocks.
As a simple example of the issue, consider a three-treatment design with the two mover and
stayer groups illustrated in Figure 1(b). Following the logic of the previous subsection, there are
two time-1 average causal effects identified under parallel trends: the effect of treatment 1 relative
to treatment 0 for movers from 0 to 1 and the effect of treatment 2 relative to treatment 1 for
movers from 1 to 2. The average time-0 effect of treatment 1 relative to treatment 0 is moreover
identified for movers from 0 to 1 if we add an outcome impersistence condition. As in Figure 1(a),
the difference-in-difference comparisons identifying each of these effects are given by contrasts within
similarly-colored and similarly-patterned line groups.
How does the mover regression combine these effects? Using formulas from the proof to Propo-
sition 2, we can show that the treatment coefficients satisfy
β1 =E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = 1]p0 + E[Y 1i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1](1− p0) (16)
β2 =E[Y 1i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1] + E[Y 2i1 − Y 1i1 | ∆Di2 = 1] (17)
+ 2p0
(
E[Y 1i1 − Y 1i0 | Di10Di11 = 1]− E[Y 0i1 − Y 0i0 | Di00Di01 = 1]
)
,
where p0 denotes the proportion of stayers in treatment 0. Thus, while the treatment-1 mover
regression coefficient continues to identify a convex average of time-0 and time-1 treatment effects, the
coefficient on treatment 2 is not causal. Lacking any difference-in-difference comparison identifying
the effect of treatment 2 relative to treatment 0, the mover regression sums the first two causal
effects in equation (17). Under a constant effects assumption this is sensible, since then
E[Y 1i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1] + E[Y 2i1 − Y 1i1 | ∆Di2 = 1] = β
1 + (β2 − β1) = β2
= E[Y 2i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di2 = 1], (18)
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though with meaningful treatment effect heterogeneity this sum need not be causally interpretable.
Equation (17) moreover includes a term capturing the difference in outcome growth rates for the
two stayer groups. This is again sensible under Assumptions CE and CO, since then
E[Y 1i1 − Y 1i0 | Di10Di11 = 1]− E[Y 0i1 − Y 0i0 | Di00Di01 = 1] =E[β
1 + Y 0i1 − β
1 + Y 0i0 | Di10Di11 = 1]
− E[Y 0i1 − Y 0i0 | Di00Di01 = 1]
= 0, (19)
though in general this term need not be zero. Note that the left-hand side of equation (18) is
an example of equation (15), where the third undefined term is arbitrarily set to zero, while the
left-hand side of equation (19) is an example of equation (14).
A researcher pessimistic about the weighting scheme in Proposition 1 may therefore have even
more cause for pessimism with multiple-treatment mover regressions. Despite the availability of mul-
tiple difference-in-difference comparisons, conventional mover analyses need not even have a weighted
causal effect interpretation when J > 2. Nevertheless, as with the binary treatment case, one could
imagine individually extracting and more sensibly combining the component difference-in-difference
quasi-experiments to overcome the limitations of mover regressions. This combination may involve
extrapolating some causal effects from others, just as the above regression example does in order
to identify the average effect of treatment 2 relative to treatment 0 under constant effects. Weaker
extrapolations, however, may only combine difference-in-difference experiments capturing treatment
effects from the same time period and for observably-similar movers, weakening the constant effects
assumption. I next develop a class of two-step estimators that enact this logic.
3 Estimating Mover Average Treatment Effects
In general there may be many combinations of heterogeneous treatment effects that are of interest
in a mover design. To discipline the initial theoretical approach I focus on mover average treatment
effects, defined for each treatment j > 0 as
MATEjt = E[Y jit − Y 0it | ∆Di 6= 0], (20)
where ∆Di is a vector collecting the set of ∆Dij . HereMATEjt captures the average time-t effect of
treatment j relative to treatment 0, among individuals that change treatment status.8 That mover
8Recall that while for simplicity we restrict attention here to two periods, the appendix generalizes what follows
to the multiple period case. For this I define ∆Di as a vector collecting the set of Dijt −Dijs for all t 6= s, so that
MATEjt captures the average effect for individuals moving at any point.
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designs tend to reveal effects on mobile individuals is often implicit in applications, just as is that
standard difference-in-difference estimation tends to capture average effects for those who become
treated (Abadie, 2005). Of course, if there are no stayers in the study population the MATEs become
average treatment effects (ATEs).
3.1 Identifying Assumptions
The key quasi-experimental assumption I leverage is that of conditional parallel trends, which gen-
eralizes the trend restrictions in Proposition 1. Formally, with Xi denoting a vector of controls
(including, perhaps, some elements of the Xi0 and Xi1 from the mover regression and other time-
invariant observables), consider
Assumption CPT (Conditional parallel trends): For each treatment j and x in the support of Xi,
E[Y j→ji1 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dij1 = 1, Xi = x] = E[Y j→ji1 − Y ji0 | ∆Dij = 1, Xi = x] (21)
= E[Y j→ji1 − Y ji0 | ∆Dij = −1, Xi = x]. (22)
Under Assumption CPT, the average treatment-j outcomes for different types of movers into or
out of j and stayers at j would have followed parallel paths if not for the move, conditional on the
controls in Xi. In many settings it may be plausible that an individual’s treatment selection is only
driven by potential outcome dynamics through a set of contemporaneous or lagged observables, as
with the famous “Ashenfelter dip” of pre-treatment income for those entering job training programs
(Ashenfelter, 1978; Ashenfelter and Card, 1985). Clearly, the parallel trends assumption in Proposi-
tion 1 is a special case of Assumption CPT, for which Xi = 0. It is also straightforward to verify that
the “time ignorability” identifying assumptions developed in the recent literature on non-separable
panel models (e.g. Chernozhukov et al. (2013)) imply Assumption CPT, but are not implied by it.9
As with multiple-treatment mover regressions, combining causal effects across many difference-in-
difference experiments requires further homogeneity restrictions. Here I adopt a weaker assumption
than the canonical model: that mover treatment effects are on average comparable, conditional on
observables:
Assumption CEH (Conditional effect homogeneity): For each period t, treatments j and k, and x
in the support of Xi, E[Y jit − Y kit | ∆Di = d,Xi = x] does not depend on d 6= 0.
9Chernozhukov et al. (2013) consider models of the form Y k→jit = g(j,Xi, αi, it), where the distribution of it
does not depend on t given (αi, Ji0, Ji1, Xi). Then E[Y j→ji1 − Y ji0 | Ji0, Ji1, Xi] = 0, satisfying Assumption CPT.
Identification here allows for heterogeneous time-varying shocks by leveraging the particular structure of mover designs.
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Restrictions on the conditional heterogeneity of average causal effects have been previously used in
the treatment effects literature to extrapolate within and across different quasi-experiments (Angrist
and Fernandez-Val, 2013; Angrist and Rokkanen, 2015; Hull, 2018). Here Assumption CEH states
that differences in average causal effects for movers with different origins-destination pairs are driven
only by the set of observed contemporaneous or lagged controls in Xi. In applications researchers
sometimes gauge mover effect homogeneity by tests of outcome trend symmetry (e.g. Card et al.
(2013)); Assumption CEH can thus be thought to relax the assumptions motivating such tests.
Finally, as in the previous section, I use a restriction on average potential outcome persistence
to identify time-0 causal effects from “reverse” difference-in-difference quasi experiments. Again this
can be made conditional on observables:
Assumption COI (Conditional outcome impersistence): For all treatments (j, k) and x ∈ Supp(Xi),
E[Y k→ji1 | Dik0Dij1 = 1, Xi = x] =E[Y j→ji1 | Dik0Dij1 = 1, Xi = x]. (23)
Under Assumption COI, the mean outcome for movers into each treatment j from each treatment
k is the same as it would be if the movers had always chosen j, conditional on the controls in Xi.
Thus any potential for persistence in average outcomes for movers must be driven by time-varying
or invariant observables, relaxing the usual panel data restriction of complete outcome impersistence
(Imai and Kim, 2016).
Together, these three assumptions relax those of standard mover regressions. In particular As-
sumptions CPT and CEH are implied by a partially-separable model of dynamic potential outcomes,
Y ji0 = αi + βj0(Xi) + i0 (24)
Y k→ji1 = αi + βj1(Xi) + ik1, (25)
where ij1− i0 is mean-independent of treatment choices conditional on the controls and on i being
a j-mover or j-stayer (that is, of (Ji0, Ji1) conditional on Xi and Dij0 +Dij1 6= 0). As shown below,
with enough stayers this model permits identification of time-1 MATEs, here taking the form
MATEjt = E[βjt(Xi)− β0t(Xi) | ∆Di 6= 0]. (26)
Estimating time-0 MATEs or omitting stayers will additionally require Assumption COI, which
here restricts E[ik1 | Ji0, Ji1, Xi] = E[im1 | Ji0, Ji1, Xi] for all k,m. In contrast, the mover
regression assumptions IO, CE, and CO are satisfied when the ikt do not depend on k and are
mean-independent of (Ji0, Ji1), and when βjt(Xi) is additively-separable in treatment, time, and
a fixed linear combination of the controls. The following identification results thus allow for both
time-varying shocks and treatment effect heterogeneity to vary flexibly with observables.
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3.2 Identification with and without Stayers
With the three key assumptions in hand, I next establish MATE identification in two salient cases.
First, I suppose a researcher is willing to assume potential outcome trends are conditionally com-
parable between movers and stayers, and that stayers are sufficiently dispersed to make feasible
a set of conditional difference-in-difference comparisons linking treatments j and 0. Enumerating
this set requires some additional notation; I let Cj denote the set of all variable-length n-tuples
Cj` = (cj`0, . . . , cj`Mj`), where Mj` + 1 denotes the length of Cj` and where cj`m ∈ {0, . . . , J − 1},
cj`0 = 0, cj`Mj` = j, and cj`m 6= cj`n for all m 6= n. Thus Cj collects all of the ` possible paths (or
chains) from treatment 0 to treatment j via other treatment states, where no intermediate treatment
is included as a link in the chain more than once. We then have the following result:
Proposition 3: Suppose T = 2, Assumptions CPT and CEH hold, and that for treatment j and
period t there exists a chain Cj` such that, for each m = 1, . . . ,Mj` and all x in the support of
Xi either (i) P (Di,m−1,1−tDimt = 1 | Xi = x) > 0 and P (Di,m−1,0Di,m−1,1 = 1 | Xi = x) > 0
or (ii) P (Dim,1−tDi,m−1,t = 1 | Xi = x) > 0 and P (Dim0Dim1 = 1 | Xi = x) > 0. Then, for
t = 1,
MATEjt = E
∆Yi
Mj`∑
m=1
(wj`mρcj`,m−1,cj`mit + (1− wj`m)(−ρcj`m,cj`,m−1it ))
 , (27)
where the wj`m are constants such that wj`m = 0 if (i) fails for m and wj`m = 1 if (ii) fails for
m, and where
ρc,dit = (−1)tDic,1−t
DictE[DidtDic,1−t | Xi]−DidtE[DictDic,1−t | Xi]
E[DictDic,1−t | Xi]E[DidtDic,1−t | Xi]
P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi)
P (∆Di 6= 0) . (28)
If moreover Assumption COI holds, equations (27) and (28) also hold for t = 0.
In words, Proposition 3 states that the time-1 mover average treatment effect for treatment
j is identified by a particular weighted average of outcome growth ∆Yi under conditional par-
allel trends and effect homogeneity, and when there exists a set of difference-in-difference com-
parisons linking treatment j to the reference treatment 0. This set is given by the chain Cj` =
(0, cj`1, . . . , cj`,Mj`−1, j), where between any two links cj`,m−1 and cj`m there exist either (i) movers
from treatment cj`,m−1 into treatment cj`m and stayers at treatment cj`,m−1 or (ii) movers from
treatment cj`m into treatment cj`,m−1 and stayers at treatment cj`m, conditional on the controls.
The proof to Proposition 3 shows that under these assumptions them-specific terms in the weighting
scheme (27) identify E[Y cj`,mi1 − Y cj`,m−1i1 | ∆Di 6= 0], so that summing over the links of the chain
identifies E[Y ji1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di 6= 0] = MATEj1. An analogous result follows for t = 0 effects when
potential outcomes are conditionally impersistent.
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Unpacking this result further, note that each summand of the weighting scheme (27) is in turn a
linear combination of two terms given by equation (28). The ρc,dit depend on the conditional frequency
of different groups of movers and stayers given the controls, as summarized by the propensity scores
E[DidtDics | Xi] and P (∆Di | Xi). The appendix proof shows that weighting ∆Yi by ρc,dit and
−ρd,cit replicates and averages together conditional difference-in-difference comparisons between the
different mover and stayer groups illustrated in Figure 1(a). For example,
E[∆Yiρc,di1 | Xi] = (E[∆Yi | Dic0Did1 = 1, Xi]− E[∆Yi | Dic0Dic1 = 1, Xi])
P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi)
P (∆Di 6= 0) , (29)
which is a weighted comparison of the conditional difference in outcome growth between movers from
treatments c to d and stayers at treatment c. Similarly, E[∆Yi(−ρd,ci1 ) | Xi] identifies a weighted
conditional contrast of outcome growth between stayers at treatment d and movers from treatments
d to c. As before when the conditional parallel trends assumption holds these identify conditional
weighted average treatment effects of the respective mover groups, which are assumed to both be
representative of all movers under conditional effect homogeneity. Thus any weighted average of
E[∆Yiρc,di1 | Xi] and E[∆Yi(−ρd,ci1 ) | Xi] identifies E[Y cj`,mi1 − Y cj`,m−1i1 | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi]P (∆Di 6=0|Xi)P (∆Di 6=0)
under the assumptions; averaging these averages over the marginal distribution of the controls then
identifies E[Y cj`,mi1 − Y cj`,m−1i1 | ∆Di 6= 0].
Proposition 3 can be thought to generalize Abadie (2005)’s approach to identification in difference-
in-difference designs. Specifically, suppose J = 2 and there are no movers from treatment 1 to
treatment 0. Then there is only one chain C = (0, 1) satisfying (i), with w1 = 1 and Assumption
CEH satisfied trivially, and the weighting scheme identifying MATE11 = E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i0 | Di1 = 1]
coincides with that of Abadie (2005).
It is also worth noting that the logic of Proposition 3 implies a weaker approach to MATE identi-
fication in binary treatment mover designs, using particular data-driven weights to avoid restricting
treatment effect heterogeneity:
Corollary to Proposition 3: Suppose J = T = 2, Assumption CPT holds, and for period t
and the chain C = (0, 1) either condition (i) or (ii) from Proposition 3 holds. Then without
imposing Assumption CEH we have, for t = 1,
MATE1t = E
[
∆Yi
(
w∗itρ
0,1
it + (1− w∗it)(−ρ1,0it )
)]
, (30)
where
w∗it =
P (Di1tDi0,1−t = 1 | Xi)
P (∆Di1 6= 0 | Xi) (31)
If moreover Assumption COI holds, equations (30) and (31) also hold for t = 0.
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As in Proposition 3, the weighting scheme in equation (30) combines two sets of conditional
difference-in-difference experiments via the ρ0,1it and (−ρ1,0it ) terms. Here however these terms are
combined via weights (31) that are proportional to the share of movers of each type – either out of or
into treatment 1 – in order to avoid mixing effects across the two groups. This corollary thus gives
a flexible way to estimate pairwise average treatment effects in a mover design for movers across
two treatments, though such effects need not be comparable across different treatments without an
effect homogeneity assumption.
To apply Proposition 3 or its corollary, a researcher must be willing to assume that any systematic
differences in the potential outcome trends of movers and stayers arise from a set of observable
controls. As in the previous section, we may also consider identification under a weaker parallel
trends assumption in which the trends of stayers are unrestricted. The following result shows that
in such cases one may still identify the average of MATEjt across time t:
Proposition 4: Suppose T = 2, Assumptions CPT, CEH, and COI hold, and for treatment j
there exists a chain Cj` such that, for each m = 1, . . . ,Mj` and all x in the support of Xi,
P (Di,m−1,0Dim1 = 1 | Xi = x) > 0 and P (Dim0Di,m−1,1 = 1 | Xi = x) > 0. Then
1
2(MATEj0 +MATEj1) = E
∆Yi
Mj`∑
m=1
κ
cj`,m−1,cj`m
i
 , (32)
where
κc,di =
1
2
Dic0Did1E[Did0Dic1 | Xi]−Did0Dic1E[Dic0Did1 | Xi]
E[Did0Dic1 | Xi]E[Dic0Did1 | Xi]
P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi)
P (∆Di 6= 0) . (33)
Proposition 4 generalizes the basic logic of the corollary to Proposition 1, along the lines of
Proposition 3. Here each summand in equation (32) identifies a weighted difference-in-difference
comparison between movers from treatment c to treatment d and movers from treatment d to
treatment c, such that, under the assumptions,
E[∆Yiκc,di | Xi] =
1
2(E[∆Yi | Dic0Did1 = 1, Xi]− E[∆Yi | Did0Dic1 = 1, Xi])
P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi)
P (∆Di 6= 0)
= 12(E[Y
d
i0 − Y ci0 | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi] + E[Y di1 − Y ci1 | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi])
P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi)
P (∆Di 6= 0) .
(34)
Similar to before, weighting and adding together these comparisons along the links of any chain Cj
from treatment 0 to treatment j thus identifies 12 (MATEj0 + MATEj1). For this to be feasible
there must exist both types of movers at each link, conditional on the controls, as no stayer variation
is used. The cost of the weaker parallel trends assumption is a somewhat less informative estimand:
the weighting scheme (32) is not able to separately identify time-0 and time-1 effects.
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3.3 Estimation and Testing
As in Abadie (2005), Propositions 3 and 4 suggest a straightforward two-step approach to estimating
mover average treatment effects from an i.i.d. sample of size N . In a first step, a researcher computes
a set of propensity score estimates Ê[Did0Dic1 | Xi], along with the sample proportion of movers
P̂ (∆Di 6= 0). For a given chain Cj`, she then forms the sample analogue of either equation (27)
or equation (32), with the former also requiring specification of a vector of weights wj`. When
the first-step estimates are consistent, so too will be the second-step weighting estimator under
the assumptions of Proposition 3 or 4. The asymptotic behavior of this estimator depends on
the properties of the data-generating process and whether or not the first-step propensity score
estimates are parametric. Future drafts will establish this behavior formally using standard first-
order asymptotic theory (as in Abadie (2005)); for now I take the
√
N -consistency and asymptotic
normality of the described two-step estimators as given, in order to focus on additional conceptual
issues arising from overidentification in mover designs.
When both conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3 hold for some of the links of a chain Cj`,
one faces the choice of which set of weights wj`m to use for estimating MATEjt. Further degrees
of overidentification arise when multiple Cj` satisfy the assumptions of either Propositions 3 or 4:
in general the number of possible chains grows rapidly with the number of institutions, though in
practice the graph connecting any two institutions by difference-in-difference experiments may be
sparse.10 Testing the equality of two estimates formed by different chains or weights constitutes an
omnibus specification test of the identifying assumptions which may be used to gauge the plausibility
of the quasi-experimental framework.
A potentially more powerful test of this joint null hypothesis uses a conditionally-efficient estima-
tor, optimally combining different quasi-experiments to minimize the asymptotic estimator variance.
To characterize this procedure, let ρ̂c,dit and κ̂
c,d
it be consistent estimates of ρ
c,d
it and κ
c,d
it , and let M̂
denote a K × 1 vector collecting the set of either all positive and negative Ê[∆Yiρ̂c,dit ] or of all
Ê[∆Yiκ̂c,dit ] that are well-defined for treatments (c, d), where Ê[Vit] denotes the sample average of
a variable Vit. Next, let Sj be a P × K matrix with elements Sjpk ∈ {0, 1}, such that, for all p,∑
k SjpkM̂k is consistent for MATEjt under Proposition 3 or identifies 12 (MATEj0 + MATEj1)
under Proposition 4. Then a general method of moments estimator for the target causal parameter
10To be precise, there are
∑J−2
k=0 k!
(
J−2
k
)2 possible chains given J institutions.
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βj , which combines mover variation across all available chains, is given by
β̂j = arg min
βj
(βj − SjM̂)′W (βj − SjM̂), (35)
where W is some P × P positive-definite weighting matrix. Given the first-step propensity scores
underlying M̂ , a conditionally-efficient estimator β̂∗j is obtained by setting W = (SjΩ̂S′j)−1, where
Ω̂ consistently estimates the asymptotic variance of M̂ . Solving (35), we then have
β̂∗j =
ι′(SjΩ̂S′j)−1Sj
ι′(SjΩ̂S′j)−1ι
M̂ , (36)
where ι denotes a P × 1 vector of ones.
This estimate of the target causal parameter (either MATEjt if M̂ collects moments involving
ρ̂c,dit or 12 (MATEj0 + MATEj1) if M̂ collects moments involving κ̂
c,d
it ) is an optimally-weighted
combination of all relevant difference-in-difference quasi-experiments, with weights proportional to
the elements of ι′(SjΩ̂S′j)−1Sj . In particular, it satisfies
√
N(βˆ∗j − β)⇒ N (0, (ι′(SjΩS′j)−1ι)−1), (37)
where Ω̂ p−→ Ω. As usual, an omnibus specification test based on (36) is given by
T̂j = (β∗j − SjM̂)′(SjΩ̂S′j)−1(β∗j − SjM̂), (38)
which has an asymptotic χ2P−1 distribution under the joint null of the identifying assumptions.
Implicitly, (38) checks whether the same estimate of βj is obtained from any two difference-in-
difference chains, weighting pairwise comparisons by the efficient weights.
It appears relatively straightforward to compute equations (36) and (38) in practice. Estimation
of the large set of mover propensity scores can be distributed over multiple computational resources,
while the second-step calculation of the estimated asymptotic variance of M̂ and the second-step
estimator (36) is likely to be quite simple. Future drafts of this paper will include simulations of the
computational demands and finite-sample performance of these estimators, as well as an application
to a real-world movers design.
4 Conclusions
Although retaining the flavor of simpler difference-in-differences designs, quasi-experimental mover
designs require additional restrictions. Mover regression estimates, while causally interpretable in
the binary treatment case, fail in general to recover weighted averages of heterogeneous treatment
effects under a parallel trends assumption alone. In contrast, the two-step estimators developed
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here accommodate heterogeneous treatment effects and time-varying shocks, provided they are not
correlated with individual movement conditional on controls. Certain mover average treatment
effects are moreover identified without a direct restriction on potential outcome persistence, provided
the potential trends of movers and stayers are conditionally comparable. As argued above, the
computation of conditionally-efficient treatment effect estimates is likely to be light in practice,
even relative to recent advances in traditional two-way fixed effect regressions (Abowd et al., 2002;
Guimaraes and Portugal, 2010; Gaure, 2013; Correia, 2016).
As always, whether the assumptions considered here are more plausible than other approaches
to mover designs , such as Hagedorn et al. (2017) and Bonhomme et al. (2017), will be a matter of
context. The restrictions of conditional parallel trends and conditional effect homogeneity are likely
to have the advantage of both being familiar to applied researchers and relatively straightforward
to consider in applications. At a minimum, the quasi-experimental approach may allow researchers
to verify the robustness of substantive conclusions drawn from conventional mover regressions and
more recent variations.
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Figure 1: Example difference-in-difference comparisons in mover designs
Notes: This figure illustrates groups of movers and stayers identifying time-t causal effects when outcomes
are impersistent and parallel trends holds. In each panel, time-0 effects are identified by outcome growth
contrasts within the dashed- and (in Figure 1(a)) solid-line groups, while time-1 effects are identified by
outcome growth contrasts within the light- and dark-colored groups. The time-specific notes on each line
indicate whether the outcome growth for that subgroup is to be added or subtracted. Panel (a) shows the
full set of difference-in-difference comparisons with binary treatments, while panel (b) shows the comparisons
for the multiple treatment example discussed in the text.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1
With T = J = 2 and Xit = 0, the mover regression can be written
∆Yi = τ + β1∆Di1 + ∆i
= τ + β1(1[∆Di1 = 1]− 1[∆Di1 = −1]) + ∆i, (39)
which is nested by the regression
∆Yi = τ˜ + β˜1(1[∆Di1 = 1]− 1[∆Di1 = −1]) + α˜11[∆Di1 = −1] + ∆˜i
= τ˜ + β˜11[∆Di1 = 1] + (α˜1 − β˜1)1[∆Dit = −1] + ∆˜i. (40)
This is a saturated model for E[∆Yi | ∆Di1], with
β˜1 = E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 0] (41)
and α˜1 − β˜1 = E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = −1]− E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 0]. (42)
Thus, by usual omitted-variables bias logic,
β1 = β˜1 + α˜1
Cov(1[∆Di1 = −1]),∆Di1)
V ar(∆Di1)
. (43)
Define
ω = 1 + Cov(1[∆Di1 = −1]),∆Di1)
V ar(∆Di1)
= p
+(1− p+) + p+p−
p+(1− p+) + p−(1− p−) + 2p+p− , (44)
where p+ = P (∆Di1 = 1) and p− = P (∆Di1 = −1). Note that ω ∈ [0, 1] and ω = 1/2 when
1− p+ = p−. Thus,
β1 = β˜1ω + (β˜1 − α˜1)(1− ω). (45)
Combining equations (41), (42), and (45) completes the proof. 
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Proof of Proposition 1 and Corollary
First suppose P (∆Di1 = 0) > 0. Under the impersistence and parallel trends assumptions,
E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 0]
= (E[Yi1 − Yi0 | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[Yi1 − Yi0 | ∆Di1 = 0, Di00 = 1]) p
+ (E[Yi1 − Yi0 | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[Yi1 − Yi0 | ∆Di1 = 0, Di10 = 1]) (1− p)
=
(
E[Y 0→1i1 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[Y 0→0i1 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 0, Di00 = 1]
)
p
+
(
E[Y 0→1i1 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[Y 1→1i1 − Y 1i0 | ∆Di1 = 0, Di10 = 1]
)
(1− p)
= E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = 1]p+ E[Y 1i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1](1− p), (46)
where p = P (Di00 = 1 | ∆Di1 = 0). Similarly,
E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = 0]− E[∆Yi | ∆Di1 = −1]
= (E[Yi1 − Yi0 | ∆Di1 = 0, Di00 = 1]− E[Yi1 − Yi0 | ∆Di1 = −1]) p
+ (E[Yi1 − Yi0 | ∆Di1 = 0, Di10 = 1]− E[Yi1 − Yi0 | ∆Di1 = −1]) (1− p)
=
(
E[Y 0→0i1 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 0, Di00 = 1]− E[Y 1→0i1 − Y 1i0 | ∆Di1 = −1]
)
p
+
(
E[Y 1→1i1 − Y 1i0 | ∆Di1 = 0, Di10 = 1]− E[Y 1→0i1 − Y 1i0 | ∆Di1 = −1]
)
(1− p)
= E[Y 1i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = −1]p+ E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = −1](1− p). (47)
Substituting these expressions in to the equation for the regression coefficient in Lemma 1 gives
β1 =E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = 1]pω + E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = −1](1− p)(1− ω) (48)
+ E[Y 1i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1](1− p)ω + E[Y 1i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = −1]p(1− ω).
Now consider the corollary case of P (∆Di1 = 0) = 0. From Lemma 1,
β1 =(E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[Y 0i1 − Y 1i0 | ∆Di1 = −1])/2
=(E[Y 0→1i1 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[Y 0→1i1 − Y 1i0 | ∆Di1 = 1])/2
− (E[Y 1→0i1 − Y 1i0 | ∆Di1 = −1]− E[Y 1→1i1 − Y 1i0 | ∆Di1 = −1])/2
=(E[Y 1i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1] + E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = −1])/2
=(E[Y 0→1i1 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1]− E[Y 0→0i1 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = 1])/2
− (E[Y 1→0i1 − Y 1i0 | ∆Di1 = −1]− E[Y 1→0i1 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = −1])/2
=(E[Y 1i1 − Y 0i1 | ∆Di1 = 1] + E[Y 1i0 − Y 0i0 | ∆Di1 = −1])/2, (49)
where the second and fourth lines again follow from impersistence and parallel trends. 
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Proof of Proposition 2
The mover regression
∆Yi = τ +
∑
j 6=0
βj(1[∆Di1 = 1]− 1[∆Di1 = −1]) + ∆i. (50)
is nested by the model
∆Yi =τ˜ +
∑
j 6=0
β˜j(1[∆Dij = 1]− 1[∆Dij = −1]) (51)
+
∑
k
∑
j 6=0,k
δ˜jk1[∆Dik = 1]1[∆Dij = −1] + ∆˜i,
=τ˜ +
∑
j 6=0
β˜jDi00Dij1 +
∑
j 6=0
(δ˜j0 − β˜j)Dij0Di01 (52)
+
∑
k
∑
j 6=0,k
(δ˜jk + β˜k − β˜j)Dij0Dik1 + ∆˜i.
This is a saturated model for E[∆Yi | {Dij0Dik1}k 6=j ], with
β˜j = E[∆Yi | Di00Dij1 = 1]− E[∆Yi | Di`0Di`1 = 1,∀`], (53)
δ˜j0 − β˜j = E[∆Yi | Dij0Di01 = 1]− E[∆Yi | Di`0Di`1 = 1,∀`], (54)
δ˜jk + β˜k − β˜j = E[∆Yi | Dij0Dik1 = 1]− E[∆Yi | Di`0Di`1 = 1,∀`]. (55)
Under Assumption IO and the parallel trends condition, we can write
β˜j =(E[Y ji1 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dij1 = 1]− E[Y 0i1 − Y 0i0 | Di00Di01 = 1])p0
+ (E[Y ji1 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dij1 = 1]− E[Y ji1 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dij1 = 1])pj
+
∑
6`=0,j
(E[Y ji1 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dij1 = 1]− E[Y `i1 − Y `i0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1])p`
=E[Y ji1 − Y 0i1 | Di00Dij1 = 1]p0 + E[Y ji0 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dij1 = 1](1− p0) (56)
+
∑
6`=0,j
(E[Y ji1 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dij1 = 1]− E[Y `i1 − Y `i0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1])p`,
where pk = P (Dik0 = 1 | Di`0 = Di`1,∀`). Similarly, we have
δ˜j0 =β˜j − (E[Y ji1 − Y 0i1 | Dij0Di01 = 1]p0 + E[Y ji0 − Y 0i0 | Dij0Di01 = 1](1− p0))
−
∑
` 6=0,j
(E[Y ji1 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dij1 = 1]− E[Y `i1 − Y `i0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1])p`
=E[Y ji1 − Y 0i1 | Di00Dij1 = 1]p0 + E[Y ji0 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dij1 = 1](1− p0) (57)
−
(
E[Y ji1 − Y 0i1 | Dij0Di01 = 1]p0 + E[Y ji0 − Y 0i0 | Dij0Di01 = 1])(1− p0)
)
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and
δ˜jk =β˜j − β˜k + E[Y ki1 − Y ji1 | Dij0Dik1 = 1]pj + E[Y ki0 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dik1 = 1](1− pj)
+
∑
` 6=j,k
(E[Y ki1 − Y ki0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1,∀`])− E[Y `i1 − Y `i0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1,∀`])p`
=E[Y ji1 − Y 0i1 | Di00Dij1 = 1]p0 + E[Y ji0 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dij1 = 1](1− p0)
+
∑
` 6=0,j
(E[Y ji1 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dij1 = 1]− E[Y `i1 − Y `i0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1])p`
− E[Y ki1 − Y 0i1 | Di00Dik1 = 1]p0 − E[Y ki0 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dik1 = 1](1− p0)
−
∑
` 6=0,k
(E[Y ki1 − Y ki0 | Dik0Dik1 = 1]− E[Y `i1 − Y `i0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1])p`,
+ E[Y ki1 − Y ji1 | Dij0Dik1 = 1]pj + E[Y ki0 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dik1 = 1](1− pj)
+
∑
` 6=j,k
(E[Y ki1 − Y ki0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1,∀`])− E[Y `i1 − Y `i0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1,∀`])p`
=(E[Y ji1 − Y 0i1 | Di00Dij1 = 1] + E[Y ki0 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dik1 = 1])p0 (58)
− E[Y ki1 − Y 0i1 | Di00Dik1 = 1]p0
+ (E[Y ji0 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dij1 = 1] + E[Y ki1 − Y ji1 | Dij0Dik1 = 1])pj
− E[Y ki0 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dik1 = 1])pj
+ (E[Y ji0 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dij1 = 1] + E[Y ki0 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dik1 = 1])(1− p0 − pj)
− E[Y ki0 − Y 0i0 | Di00Dik1 = 1](1− p0 − pj)
+
∑
` 6=0,j
(E[Y ji1 − Y ji0 | Dij0Dij1 = 1]− E[Y `i1 − Y `i0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1])p`
−
∑
6`=0,k
(E[Y ki1 − Y ki0 | Dik0Dik1 = 1]− E[Y `i1 − Y `i0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1])p`,
+
∑
` 6=j,k
(E[Y ki1 − Y ki0 | Di`0Di`1 = 1,∀`])− E[Y `i1 − Y `i0 | Di`0Di`1,∀`])p`
Finally, note that we can the standard omitted-variables bias formula to write the vector of mover
regression coefficients in terms of the saturated model’s coefficient vector:
β = β˜ +
∑
k
∑
j 6=0,k
δ˜jkRjk, (59)
where Rjk denotes the coefficient vector from regressing each 1[∆Dik = 1]1[∆Dij = −1] on the set
of ∆Di` for ` > 0. Substituting equations (56)-(58) in to this expression shows that β will not in
general identify a weighted average of causal parameters. 
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Proof of Proposition 3 and Corollary
Let ψi = P (∆Di 6= 0)/P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi). For any two treatments c and d we have
E[∆Yiρc,dit ψi | Xi] = (−1)tE
[
∆YiDic,1−t
DictE[DidtDic,1−t | Xi]−DidtE[DictDic,1−t | Xi]
E[DictDic,1−t | Xi]E[DidtDic,1−t | Xi] | Xi
]
= (−1)t (E [∆Yi | Dic,1−tDict = 1, Xi]− E [∆Yi | Dic,1−tDidt = 1, Xi])
= E[Y ci,1−t − Y cit | Dic,1−tDict = 1, Xi]− E[Y ci,1−t − Y dit | Dic,1−tDidt = 1, Xi]
= E[Y dit − Y cit | Dic,1−tDidt = 1, Xi]
= E[Y dit − Y cit | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi], (60)
provided E[DictDic,1−t | Xi]E[DidtDic,1−t | Xi] 6= 0. Here the second-to-last line follows from
Assumption CPT and, for t = 0, Assumption COI, while the last line follows by Assumption CEH.
The same steps and assumptions show that
E[∆Yi(−ρd,cit )ψi | Xi] = E[Y dit − Y cit | Did,1−tDict = 1, Xi]
= E[Y dit − Y cit | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi]. (61)
Given the chain C` and set of constants wm, we therefore have the main result.
MATEjt =
∫
E[Y jit − Y 0it | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi]dP (Xi | ∆Di 6= 0)
=
∫ Mj`∑
m=1
E[Y cj`mit − Y cj`m−1it | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi]
 dP (Xi | ∆Di 6= 0)
= E
Mj`∑
m=1
(wm∆Yiρcj`,m−1,cj`mit ψi + (1− wm)∆Yi(−ρcj`m,cj`,m−1it )ψi)
 P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi)
P (∆Di 6= 0)

= E
∆Yi
Mj`∑
m=1
(wmρcj`,m−1,cj`mit + (1− wm)(−ρcj`m,cj`,m−1it ))
 . (62)
The J = 2 corollary follows from the second-to-last lines of equations (60) and (61) by noting that
MATE1t =
∫
E[Y 1it − Y 0it | ∆Di1 6= 0, Xi]dP (Xi | ∆Di1 6= 0)
=
∫
E[∆Yiρ0,1it ψi | Xi]
E[Di1tDi0,1−t | Xi]
P (∆Di1 6= 0 | Xi) dP (Xi | ∆Di1 6= 0)
+
∫
E[∆Yi(−ρ1,0it )ψi | Xi]
E[Di0tDi1,1−t | Xi]
P (∆Di1 6= 0 | Xi) dP (Xi | ∆Di1 6= 0)
=E
[
∆Yiρ0,1it ψi
E[Di1tDi0,1−t | Xi]
P (∆Di1 6= 0) + ∆Yi(−ρ
1,0
it )ωi
E[Di0tDi1,1−t | Xi]
P (∆Di1 6= 0)
]
=E
[
∆Yi
(
w∗itρ
0,1
it + (1− w∗it)ρ1,0it
)]
.  (63)
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Proof of Proposition 4
Let ψi = P (∆Di 6= 0)/P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi). For any two treatments c and d we have
E[∆Yiκc,di ψi | Xi] =E
[
∆Yi
1
2
Dic0Did1E[Did0Dic1 | Xi]−Did0Dic1E[Dic0Did1 | Xi]
E[Did0Dic1 | Xi]E[Dic0Did1 | Xi] | Xi
]
=12 (E[∆Yi | Dic0Did1 = 1, Xi]− E[∆Yi | Did0Dic1 = 1, Xi])
=12
(
E[Y di1 − Y ci0 | Dic0Did1 = 1, Xi]− E[Y ci1 − Y ci0 | Dic0Did1 = 1, Xi]
)
− 12
(
E[Y ci1 − Y di0 | Did0Dic1 = 1, Xi]− E[Y ci1 − Y ci0 | Did0Dic1 = 1, Xi]
)
=12
(
E[Y di1 − Y ci1 | Dic0Did1 = 1, Xi] + E[Y di0 − Y ci0 | Did0Dic1 = 1, Xi]
)
=12
(
E[Y di1 − Y ci1 | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi] + E[Y di0 − Y ci0 | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi]
)
, (64)
provided E[Did0Dic1 | Xi]E[Dic0Did1 | Xi] 6= 0. Here the third equality follows from Assumptions
CPT and COI, while the last line follows by Assumption CEH. Given the chain C` we thus have
1
2(MATEj0 +MATEj1) =
∫ 1
2
( 1∑
t=0
E[Y jit − Y 0it | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi]
)
dP (Xi | ∆Di 6= 0)
=
∫ 1
2
 1∑
t=0
Mj`∑
m=1
E[Y cj`mit − Y cj`m−1it | ∆Di 6= 0, Xi]
 dP (Xi | ∆Di 6= 0)
= E
Mj`∑
m=1
∆Yiκcj`,m−1,cj`mi ψi
 P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi)
P (∆Di 6= 0)

= E
∆Yi
Mj`∑
m=1
κ
cj`,m−1,cj`m
i
 , (65)
completing the proof. 
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Extension to Many Time Periods
This appendix generalizes the MATE identification results to multi-period mover designs. Let
∆srVi = Vis − Vir denote the difference operator applied to variable Vit over periods s > r, and let
∆Di collect all ∆srDij . The multi-period version of Assumptions CPT and COI are
Assumption CPT′: For each treatment j, periods t > s, and x in the support of Xi,
E[Y j¯t→jit − Y j¯s→jis | DijsDijt = 1, Xi = x] = E[Y j¯t→jit − Y j¯s→jis | ∆tsDij = 1, Xi = x] (66)
= E[Y j¯t→jit − Y j¯s→jis | ∆tsDij = −1, Xi = x], (67)
where j¯r denotes a vector of j’s of length r.
Assumption COI′: For all treatments (j, k), periods t > s, and x in the support of Xi,
E[Y k¯t→jit | DiksDijt = 1, Xi = x] =E[Y j¯t→ji1 | DiksDijt = 1, Xi = x], (68)
where k¯r denotes a vector of k’s of length r.
Here Assumption CPT′ states that movers into or out of each treatment j between periods s and
t would have, had they stayed at j, followed the same average outcome trends as each other and
as treatment j stayers, conditional on the controls. Similarly Assumption COI′ states that movers
into each treatment j from treatment k between periods s and t have the same time-t outcomes as if
they had stayed at j. Assumption CEH from the text remains unmodified in the multi-period case.
We then have the following result, the proof of which follows by the same steps as that of
Proposition 3:
Proposition 3′: Suppose Assumptions CPT′ and CEH hold, and for treatment j and periods t > s
there exists a chain Cj` such that, for each m = 1, . . . ,Mj` and all x in the support of Xi
either (i) P (Di,m−1,sDimt = 1 | Xi = x) > 0 and P (Di,m−1,sDi,m−1,t = 1 | Xi = x) > 0 or (ii)
P (Dim,sDi,m−1,t = 1 | Xi = x) > 0 and P (DimsDimt = 1 | Xi = x) > 0. Then
MATEjt = E
∆tsYi
Mj`∑
m=1
(wmρcj`,m−1,cj`mist + (1− wm)(−ρcj`m,cj`,m−1ist ))
 , (69)
where the wm are constants such that wm = 0 if (i) fails for m and wm = 1 if (ii) fails for m,
and where
ρ˜c,dit = (−1)1[t>s]Dic,s
DictE[DidtDics | Xi]−DidtE[DictDics | Xi]
E[DictDics | Xi]E[DidtDics | Xi]
P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi)
P (∆Di 6= 0) . (70)
If moreover Assumption COI holds, equations (27) and (28) also hold for periods t < s.
We also have the following generalization of Proposition 4, the proof of which follows similarly
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Proposition 4′: Suppose Assumptions CPT′, CEH, and COI′ hold, and for treatment j and periods
(t, s) there exists a chain Cj` such that, for each m = 1, . . . ,Mj` and all x in the support of
Xi, P (Di,m−1,sDimt = 1 | Xi = x) > 0 and P (DimsDi,m−1,t = 1 | Xi = x) > 0. Then
1
2(MATEjs +MATEjt) = E
∆Yi
Mj`∑
m=1
κ
cj`,m−1,cj`m
i
 , (71)
where
κ˜c,di =
1
2
DicsDidtE[DidsDict | Xi]−DidsDictE[DicsDidt | Xi]
E[DidsDict | Xi]E[DicsDidt | Xi]
P (∆Di 6= 0 | Xi)
P (∆Di 6= 0) . (72)
Analogous results for the specification tests and efficient estimators derived in Section 3.3 would
again apply here, with overidentification resulting from either many chains or many time period
pairs satisfying Propositions 3′ and 4′.
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